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Abstract The differences of attribute reduction and attri-

bute core between Pawlak’s rough set model (RSM) and

variable precision rough set model (VPRSM) are analyzed in

detail. According to the interval properties of precision

parameter b with respect to the quality of classification, the

definition of attribute reduction is extended from a specific b
value to a specific b interval in order to overcome the limi-

tations of traditional reduct definition in VPRSM. The con-

cept of b-interval core is put forward which will enrich the

methodology of VPRSM. With proposed ordered discern-

ibility matrix and relevant interval characteristic sets, a heu-

ristic algorithm can be constructed to get b-interval reducts.

Furthermore, a novel method, with which the optimal interval

of precision parameter can be determined objectively, is

introduced based on shadowed sets and an evaluation func-

tion is also given for selecting final optimal b-interval reduct.

All the proposed notions in this paper will promote the

development of VPRSM both in theory and practice.

Keywords Variable precision rough set model

(VPRSM) � b-Interval reduct � b-Interval core �
Interval characteristic sets � Shadowed sets

1 Introduction

Rough set theory (Pawlak 1982; Pawlak and Skowron

2007) has developed dramatically since it was introduced

by Pawlak in 1982. It is a new mathematic methodology

aimed at data analysis problems involving uncertain,

imprecise or incomplete information, and has had wide-

spread success in many research fields, such as knowledge

acquisition, pattern recognition, economic forecast, data

mining and others (Jelonek et al. 1995; Shen and Chou-

choulas 2002; Dimitras et al. 1999; Anantaram et al. 1998;

Mushrif and Ray 2008). However, Pawlak’s rough set

model (RSM) is founded on classical set theory and only

the information gathered from positive region will be uti-

lized to acquire decision rules. So, original rough set model

cannot deal with data sets which have noisy data effec-

tively, and some latent useful knowledge in boundary

region may be fully abandoned. One of the major chal-

lenges in rough set model for data analysis is to minimize

the size of the boundary region (Herbert and Yao 2009),

and some extended rough set models have been put for-

ward (Pawlak et al. 1988; Dubois and Prade 1999; Zhu and

Wang 2003; Wojciech et al. 2008; Greco et al. 2008).

Variable precision rough set model (VPRSM) (Ziarko

1993), as one of the most important branches, was pro-

posed by Ziarko in 1993. Standard inclusion relation is

extended to majority inclusion relation and data patterns

can be analyzed from the perspective of statistics. Strict

functional dependence between attributes is relaxed to

weak dependence, and more general association rules can

be mined in VPRSM. Subsequently, Ziarko et al. put for-

ward asymmetric variable precision rough set model

(AVPRSM) (Katzberg and Ziarko 1993), thus the model

becomes more general. Variable precision rough set mod-

els, symmetric or asymmetric, have also been applied in

many domains (An et al. 1996; Beynon and Peel 2001).

However, they have some parameters involved, b or l and

u. Different parameter values will result in distinct rule

sets.
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Attribute reduction (Pawlak and Skowron 2007;

Thangavel and Pethalakshmi 2009) is one of the most

fundamental notions in RSM, as well as in VPRSM.

Ziarko’s reduct definition is widely used both in theory and

practice, but some anomalies may be produced in the

procedures of attribute reduction under this definition.

Because some monotonic properties in RSM are not sat-

isfied in VPRSM. Attribute reduction anomalies are first

analyzed by Beynon (2001) and the concept of unrestricted

b-reduct is proposed which, yet, is too strict to discover

latent useful knowledge from data sets. Attribute reduction

anomalies under Ziarko’s definition are further analyzed

(Wang and Zhou 2009) and reduct hierarchy is established

to eliminate the anomalies gradually.

In practical applications, it is difficult to choose optimal

parameters in VPRSM. Relevant parameter values are

often given subjectively. Ziarko (1999) considers that b
value should be chosen not only according to the external

knowledge that will improve the predictions, but also

depending on the intrinsical quality of information that

included in the data sets. Su and Hsu (2006) gives a method

to calculate precision parameter value based on the least

upper bound of the data misclassification error. Beynon

(2003) utilizes the proposed (l - u)-graphs to choose the

values of l and u based on the associated levels of the

quality of classification and the degree of dependency.

Slezak and Ziarko (2002, 2005) and Slezak (2003) put

forward Bayesian rough set model, in which parameter in

VPRSM is defined by the prior probability of occurrence of

the event under consideration. Despite that all of these

methods are aimed at searching for an optimal precision

parameter objectively, they still focus on a special b value

and attribute reduction anomalies will occur inevitably

under classical reduct definition.

Based on Bayesian decision procedure with minimum

risk, Yao (Yao et al. 1990; Yao and Wong 1992; Yao

2007) puts forward decision-theoretic rough set model

(DTRSM) which brings new insights into the probabilistic

approaches to rough set model (Yao 2008). DTRSM not

only has good semantic interpretation, but also is beneficial

for rule acquisition in the applications involving costs and

risks (Yao 2003; Yao and Zhao 2008). VPRSM and AV-

PRSM can be directly derived from DTRSM under

appropriate loss functions, namely, parameters in VPRSM

can be determined by the loss functions. Therefore, both

VPRSM and VPRSM can be considered as the special

cases of DTRSM. The loss functions which play an

important role in Bayesian decision procedure are often

determined by experts’ prior knowledge or domain

knowledge combining with concrete problems.

Beynon (2000) has discussed the relationship between

precision parameter and classification quality for a given

decision table in VPRSM. Two kinds of descriptive

principles for selecting b-reduct are proposed in light of b
interval properties. However, different classification qual-

ities correspond to different b intervals; therefore, how to

choose an appropriate b interval based on data set itself

needs to be resolved. In addition, the reduct definition can

be extended from a specific b value to a specific b interval

according to the interval properties of precision parameter,

and constructive algorithms for obtaining b-interval re-

ducts are still on the way.

Attribute core is an important notion in RSM and plays

significant role in heuristic algorithms for attribute

reduction (Wang and Miao 1998; Yao et al. 2006). Since

it is included in all reducts, it is often selected as the

starting point in heuristic algorithms. Up to now, attribute

core in VPRSM is rarely discussed in literatures. This

sounds imperfect for VPRSM compared with RSM

methodology.

In this paper, we only concentrate on symmetric variable

precision rough set model. The differences of attribute

reduction and attribute core between RSM and VPRSM are

analyzed critically. The concept of b-interval core, which

enriches the methodology of VPRSM, is put forward in

light of b interval properties. Three kinds of interval

characteristic sets are defined based on proposed ordered

discernibility matrix, and their relationships with b-interval

core are discussed. Since these characteristic sets can be

easily and automatically obtained according to b-separate

lines, a heuristic algorithm to get b-interval reducts can be

constructed based on them. Furthermore, a novel method to

determine optimal b interval is proposed on the basis of

shadowed sets which will be more objective. Finally, an

evaluation function for choosing b-interval reducts is also

introduced.

2 Preliminaries

For convenience in presenting our notions, some basic

concepts in VPRSM will be briefly introduced in this

section. More detailed description can be found in (Pawlak

1982; Pawlak and Skowron 2007; Yao et al. 1990; Ziarko

1993).

Definition 1 (Pawlak and Skowron 2007). A decision

information system DT can be described as the tuple:

DT = (U, A = C [ D, V, q). U is a universe that will be

interested in(usually, a finite and nonempty set of objects).

A is a set of attributes, where C and D are disjoint, C is the

set of condition attributes and D is the set of decision

attributes. V ¼ [a2ðC[DÞVa is the union of attribute value

domains, Va is a nonempty set of values for attribute a 2 A.

q : U 9 A ? V is an information mapping function,

q (o, a) means that object o has the value on attribute a.
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Decision information system is often called as decision

table briefly. With equivalence relation C, referred to as an

indiscernibility relation, universe U can be partitioned

into a collection of equivalence classes U=C ¼
fC1;C2; . . .;CjU=Cjg. Similarly, with equivalence relation

D, U=D ¼ fD1;D2; . . .;DjU=Djg. Each element of U/C is

called condition class and each element of U/D is called

decision class. The notation |X| denotes the cardinality of

set X.

Definition 2 (Ziarko 1993). Given a decision table

DT = (U, C [ D, V, q) and precision parameter

b 2 ð0:5; 1�, 8Dj 2 U=D ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . .; jU=DjÞ; its b-upper

and b-lower approximation with respect to C are denoted

as CbDj and CbDj; respectively, and defined as

CbDj ¼ [ Cij
Ci \ Dj

�
�

�
�

Cij j
[ 1� b;Ci 2 U=C

� �

CbDj ¼ [ Cij
Ci \ Dj

�
�

�
�

Cij j
� b;Ci 2 U=C

� � ð1Þ

where i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; jU=Cj. BNðC;Dj; bÞ ¼ CbDj � CbDj is

called as b-boundary region of decision class Dj with

respect to C. For each decision class Dj 2 U=D; its b-lower

approximation is the collection of all those condition

classes that can be classified into Dj with the certainty

degree not lower than b; its b-upper approximation is

composed of all those condition classes that can be clas-

sified into Dj with the certainty degree higher than 1 - b;

and its b-boundary region is composed of all those con-

dition classes which can be classified into Dj with the

certainty degree between 1 - b and b.

Obviously, the b-boundary region will be contracted and

the b-lower approximation will be extended for each

decision class Dj 2 U=D in VPRSM compared with its

boundary region and lower approximation under the same

attribute set in RSM, respectively. More objects, which are

in the boundary region that cannot be classified in RSM,

can be classified definitely under a reasonable misclassifi-

cation rate in VPRSM.

Definition 3 (Ziarko 1993). Given a decision table

DT = (U, C [ D, V, q) and precision parameter

b 2 ð0:5; 1�, the quality of classification (or called as

b-approximation degree of dependence) of decision attribute

set D with respect to condition attribute set C is defined as

cðC;D; bÞ ¼ POS C;D; bð Þj j
Uj j ð2Þ

where POSðC;D; bÞ ¼ [Dj2U=DCbDj is called as b-positive

region of decision attribute set D with respect to condition

attribute set C. In the sequel, POS(C, D, b) is referred to

b-positive region briefly.

With a given decision table, we can establish the rela-

tionship between classification qualities and b intervals

under the entire attribute set. The procedure for establish-

ing this intrinsic relationship does not need any additional

information, only the data set itself. The details can be

referenced from Wang and Zhou (2009). Different qualities

of classification will be one-to-one correspondence with

different b intervals (Beynon 2001), as shown in Fig. 1,

where 1� c1 [ c2 [ � � � [ cmþ1� 0; 0:5\b1\b2\ � � �
\bm\1.

As discussed in the introduction, it is not easy to choose

an optimal precision value in VPRSM. However, the

intrinsic relationship between classification qualities and b
intervals under entire set of attributes can be established

directly from data set itself. Given a specific classification

quality, we can get its associated b interval. The lower the

classification quality is, the higher the associated b interval

will be. In this case, objects can be classified certainly with

higher accuracy rate. It indicates that fewer objects may be

misclassified. On the other side, the higher the classifica-

tion quality is, the lower the associated b interval will be.

Thus, more objects can be classified with lower correct

rate. It indicates that more objects may be misclassified.

Definition 4 (Wang and Zhou 2009). Given a decision

table DT = (U, C [ D, V, q), for each condition class Ci 2
U=Cði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; jU=CjÞ; its threshold of inclusion degree

over all decision classes is defined as

TSðCiÞ ¼ max
jU=Dj

j¼1

Ci \ Dj

�
�

�
�

Cij j
ð3Þ

TS(Ci) means the highest inclusion degree of Ci over all

decision classes. If TS(Ci) [ 0.5, then the decision value of

Ci is the value which corresponds to the decision class Dk,

viz. q(Dk, D), where Dk satisfies TSðCiÞ ¼ Ci\Dkj j
Cij j . If TS(Ci)

\ 0.5, it is considered that Ci has no decision value. In this

case, Ci is absolutely unclassified with respect to D.

Directly, if TS(Ci) [ 0.5 and Ci � POSðC;D; TSðCiÞÞ, then

8b 2 ð0:5; TSðCiÞ�; it has Ci � POSðC;D; bÞ.

3 Attribute reduction in VPRSM

The quality of classification c is often used to measure the

classification ability for a decision table. Nevertheless, the

Fig. 1 The relationship between classification qualities and b
intervals
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final rule inference is based on the concrete objects in

positive region. In RSM, the monotonicity of classification

quality and positive region are uniform during the proce-

dures of attribute reduction. The same classification quality

means the same positive region. In VPRSM, these mono-

tonic properties will not be satisfied and the same classi-

fication quality may result in different positive regions

(Yao 2008; Wang and Zhou 2009), namely, the final rule

sets maybe distinct under the same classification quality.

So the measurement of classification ability with classifi-

cation quality is no longer reasonable in VPRSM. In

addition, Ziarko’s attribute reduct definition is under a

special value, but this definition will bring some anomalies

into the procedures of attribute reduction (Beynon 2001).

According to b interval properties in VPRSM, the reduct

definition can be extended from a specific b value to a

specific b interval.

Definition 5 Given a decision table DT = (U, C [
D, V, q) and classification quality c, if subset RED � C

satisfies

(1) bc
C \ bc

RED 6¼ ;;
(2) POSðC;D; bc

CÞ ¼ POSðRED;D; bc
REDÞ;

(3) 8RED0 � RED, at least one of conditions (1) and (2)

is not satisfied.

Then RED is called as a bC
c interval reduct of condition

attribute set C with respect to decision attribute set D. In

the sequel, it is called as a bC
c interval reduct briefly.

Where bC
c and bRED

c denote the b intervals in which

classification qualities are equal to c under condition

attribute set C and reduct RED, respectively. bc
C \ bc

RED is

the final precision parameter interval for reduct RED.

In Definition 5, condition (1) indicates there are some

common b values for reduct RED and the entire condition

attribute set C under the same classification quality. It

presents the interval properties of attribute reduction.

Condition (2) preserves the same b-positive region after

reducing some attributes. Condition (3) indicates that there

are no redundant attributes in the final reduct; in other

words, the classification information of original decision

table can be retained with minimal attribute set. Compared

with RSM, a b-interval reduct is not only focused on

material attributes, but also associated with b interval

characteristics. We can use the tuple \reduct, reduct

interval[ to describe a b-interval reduct.

The classification quality c in definition 5 should be

predetermined. It can be chosen based on the relationship

between classification qualities and b intervals which is

embedded in data set (as shown in Fig. 1). In fact, with a

given decision table, the alternative classification qualities

are finite discrete values. Generally, the number of these

discrete values are very small under a given decision table.

According to different c values, attribute reduction model

can be established, respectively.

According to Definition 5, if B � C is not a bC
c interval

reduct, it indicates (1) bc
C \ bc

B ¼ ;, namely, after reducing

some attributes, no common b values will exist for attribute

set C and B under the given classification quality; (2)

bc
C \ bc

B 6¼ ;, but POSðC;D; bc
CÞ 6¼ POSðB;D; bc

BÞ, it

means b-positive region has been changed, despite that

there are some common b values under the same classifi-

cation quality after reducing some attributes.

Due to the monotonic properties of classification quality

and positive region with respect to attribute set inclusion in

RSM, whether an attribute can be reduced or not, it can be

judged only through the change of classification quality or

positive region after removing this attribute. However,

Attribute reduction is more complicated in VPRSM. The

threshold of inclusion degree of each condition class will

be dynamically changed during the procedures of attribute

reduction, and the monotonic properties of classification

quality and positive region with respect to attribute set

inclusion would not be satisfied. After reducing some

attributes, positive region may be extended and classifica-

tion quality may be elevated in the same b interval. These

phenomena can be shown by the following example.

Example 1 Suppose a decision table DT1, as shown in

Table 1. C ¼ fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5g is condition attribute set,

D = {d} is decision attribute set. The relationship between

classification qualities and b intervals under entire attribute

set C in DT1 is presented as in Fig. 2.

According to b-interval reduct definition 5, we can get a

bC
7/9 interval reduct fa1; a2; a3g and its associated reduct

interval is (0.5, 0.6]. The procedures of attribute reduction,

in which attribute a4 and a5 will be removed one by one,

can be shown in Table 2, where U=C ¼ fC1;C2; . . .;C6g,
U=B ¼ fB1;B2; . . .;B5g and U=B0 ¼ fB01;B02; . . .;B04g.

After removing attribute a4, the quality of classification

is decreased from 7/9 to 3/9 in interval (0.5,0.667]. In this

Table 1 Decision table DT1

U a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 d

o1 1 1 1 2 1 Y

o2 1 1 1 0 1 Y

o3 0 1 0 1 0 Y

o4 0 1 1 2 1 Y

o5 1 1 1 0 0 N

o6 1 1 1 0 1 N

o7 0 0 0 1 1 N

o8 1 1 1 0 1 N

o9 0 1 1 2 1 N
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case, attribute set C - {a4} is not a bC
7/9 interval reduct.

Subsequently, we remove attribute a5 right along, and the

quality of classification is elevated from 3/9 to 7/9 in

interval (0.5,0.6] and the b-positive region in this interval

is not changed compared with entire condition attribute set.

Consequently, we get the bC
7/9 interval reduct fa1; a2; a3g.

AS shown in Table 2, the monotonic property of classifi-

cation quality is broken in interval (0.5,0.6]. Attribute a4

and a5 can be reduced at the same time. However, a4 will

be judged as an irreducible attribute in RSM.

Definition 6 Given a decision table DT = (U, C [
D, V, q) and precision parameter b 2 ð0:5; 1�; 8a 2 C; if

9B �C � fag satisfies POS(C, D, b) = POS(B, D, b), then

a is called as a b-reducible attribute. Otherwise, if 8B �
C � fag; it has POS(C, D, b) = POS(B, D, b), a is called as

a b-irreducible attribute.

An attribute, irrespective of whether it can be reduced or

not is distinct between RSM and VPRSM. In RSM, we can

judge an attribute by only one step in the procedures of

attribute reduction. There are two important propositions as

follows:

(1) a 2 C is reducible , POS(C, D) = POS(C - {a},

D);

(2) a 2 C is irreducible , POS(C, D) = POS(C - {a},

D).

In VPRSM, the above two propositions would not be

satisfied, and the equivalence propositions just become to

implications as follows:

(1) POS(C, D, b) = POS(C - {a}, D, b) ) a 2 C is

reducible;

(2) a 2 C is irreducible ) POS(C, D, b) = POS(C -

{a}, D, b).

The dissatisfaction of monotonic properties of some

approximate measurements will lead to more complex

procedures of attribute reduction in VPRSM. We cannot

qualitatively judge an attribute whether it can be reduced or

not just by one step in the procedures of attribute reduction

in VPRSM. Such as attribute a4 in Table 2.

4 b-Interval core

The concept of attribute core is an important notion in

RSM. However, in VPRSM, the essence of attribute

reduction is to preserve the same classification information

as the entire attribute set C in the same b interval. It is

unable to define attribute core over all b intervals, but we

can define attribute core for a special b interval. Here, it is

called as b-interval core.

Definition 7 Given a decision table DT = (U, C [
D, V, q), classification quality c and its associated interval

ðbl;bu�: The bC
c -interval core, denoted as core(bC

c ), is

defined as the intersection over all interval reducts in

interval ðbl; bu�: Namely, core(bC
c ) = \ RED, where RED

denotes the bC
c interval reducts.

The notion of b-interval core corresponds to the notion

of attribute core in RSM. Since there may be more than one

b interval in a given decision table and different intervals

will have their relevant b-interval reducts, the notion of

attribute core in VPRSM must be restricted in a special b
interval. It can be considered as ‘local’ attribute core, not

the ‘global’ attribute core over all b intervals.

Theorem 1 Given a decision table DT = (U, C [
D, V, q), classification quality c. 8a 2 C; a 2 coreðbc

CÞ if

and only if 8B � C � fag satisfies one condition as follows:

(1) bc
C \ bc

B ¼ ;;
(2) if bc

C \ bc
B 6¼ ;,

Table 2 The procedures of

attribute reduction in DT1
Attribute set Condition classes and associated

thresholds of inclusion degree

Qualities of

classification

C 1:0=C1 ¼ fo1g; 1:0=C2 ¼ fo3g; 1:0=C3 ¼ fo5g;
1:0=C4 ¼ fo7g;

c ¼ 7=9; b 2 ð0:5; 0:667�

0:667=C5 ¼ fo2; o6; o8g; c ¼ 4=9; b 2 ð0:667; 1�
0:5=C6 ¼ fo4; o9g:

B = C - {a4} 1:0=B1 ¼ fo3g; 1:0=B2 ¼ fo5g; 1:0=B3 ¼ fo7g; c ¼ 3=9; b 2 ð0:5; 1�
0:5=B4 ¼ fo1; o2; o6; o8g; 0:5=B5 ¼ fo4; o9g:

B0 ¼ C � fa4; a5g 1:0=B01 ¼ fo3g; 1:0=B02 ¼ fo7g; c ¼ 7=9; b 2 ð0:5; 0:6�
0:6=B03 ¼ fo1; o2; o5; o6; o8g; c ¼ 2=9; b 2 ð0:6; 1�
0:5=B04 ¼ fo4; o9g:

Fig. 2 The relationship between classification qualities and b inter-

vals under attribute set C in DT1
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then POSðC;D; bc
CÞ 6¼ POSðB;D; bc

BÞ:

Proof suppose fRED1;RED2; . . .;REDng is the collection

of all bC
c interval reducts.

Sufficiency: suppose a 62 coreðbc
CÞ, then 9REDk 2

fRED1;RED2; . . .;REDng, such that a 62 REDk. Then it has

REDk � C � fag. Since REDk is a bC
c interval reduct, it

has bc
C \ bc

REDk
6¼ ; and POSðC;D; bc

CÞ ¼ POSðREDk;

D; bc
REDk
Þ. It is a contradiction with conditions (1) and (2).

Consequently, a 2 coreðbc
CÞ.

Necessity: since a 2 coreðbc
CÞ, it has a 2 RED1,

a 2 RED2, . . ., a 2 REDn. So 8B � C � fag, B is not a bC
c

interval reduct. According to the discussion of definition 5,

it can be proved directly. h

For Table 1, bC
7/9 = (0.5, 0.667] and its relevant b-inter-

val core is coreðb7=9
C Þ ¼ fa1g. Similarly, bC

4/9 = (0.667, 1.0]

and its relevant interval core is coreðb4=9
C Þ ¼ fa1; a4; a5g.

b-interval core embodies the essential classification

information in a special b interval. The classification

ability in this interval will be changed no matter whichever

attribute in b-interval core is removed. core(bC
c ) is the

intersection of all bC
c interval reducts, namely, if an attri-

bute belongs to bC
c interval core, then it must not be

reduced during the procedures of bC
c attribute reduction. As

discussed in Sect. 3, it need to check all the subsets of full

attribute set C in order to judge whether an attribute can be

reduced or not. So it is complicated to get the whole

interval core attributes in a specific b interval.

5 b-Interval characteristic sets

5.1 Ordered discernibility matrix

Discernibility matrices and discernibility functions are

often used to describe discrepant attribute information in

rough set theory. Skowron and Rauszer (1991) have proved

that all reducts are in one-to-one correspondence with the

prime implicants of the discernibility function in a given

decision table. The threshold of inclusion degree and the

decision value of each condition class will be dynamically

changed during the procedures of attribute reduction in

VPRSM. Each attribute has affection on whether any other

attributes can be reduced or not (for instance, a4 is affected

by a5 as shown in Table 2). So we should consider not only

the discrepant attributes between condition classes which

have different decision values, but also the discrepant

attributes between condition classes which have the same

decision value.

Definition 8 Given a decision table DT = (U, C [
D, V, q), its ordered discernibility matrix in VPRSM can

be defined as

DM½i; j� ¼
aja 2 Cf ^qðCi; aÞ 6¼ qðCj; aÞ

�

j\i ^ TSðCiÞ� TSðCiþ1Þ
; others

8

<

:
ð4Þ

where Ci;Cj 2 U=Cði; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; jU=CjÞ: Ordered dis-

cernibility matrix is a lower triangle matrix which elements

reflect the discernible attributes between condition classes.

The rows in ordered discernibility matrix are arranged

according to the descending thresholds of inclusion degree

of condition classes. The sequence of columns corresponds

to the sequence of rows. For Table 1, its ordered discern-

ibility matrix is shown as in Table 3.

5.2 b-Interval characteristic sets

With a given quality of classification c and its associated

interval bc
C ¼ ðbl; bu�; the ordered discernibility matrix DM

can be partitioned into four disjoint blocks as follows:

DM1½i; j� : TSðCiÞ� bu ^ TSðCjÞ� bu;

DM2½i; j� : TSðCiÞ� bl ^ TSðCjÞ� bu;

DM3½i; j� : TSðCiÞ� bl ^ TSðCjÞ� bl;

DM4½i; j� : TSðCiÞ� bu ^ TSðCjÞ� bl:

ð5Þ

where 1� i; j� jU=Cj. DM1, DM2 , DM3 and DM4 cor-

responds to the top left corner, bottom left corner, bottom

right corner and top right corner, respectively, in an

ordered discernibility matrix.

Two separation lines, which partition DM into above

four blocks, are called b-horizontal line and b-vertical line

respectively. b-horizontal line and b-vertical line appear in

Table 3 The ordered discernibility matrix for Table 1

TS(Ci) {o1} {o3} {o5} {o7} fo2; o6; o8g fo4; o9g

1 {o1}

1 {o3} a1a3a4a5

1 {o5} a4a5 a1a3a4

1 {o7} a1a2a3a4 a2a5 a1a2a3a4a5

0.667 fo2; o6; o8g a4 a1a3a4a5 a5 a1a2a3a4

0.5 fo4; o9g a1 a3a4a5 a1a4a5 a2a3a4 a1a4
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pairs and in the corresponding place in an ordered dis-

cernibility matrix. The cross point of these two lines will

move from bottom right to top left as increasing the value

of precision parameter. For Table 1, bC
4/9 = (0.667,1] and

its b-horizontal line and b-vertical line are shown in Fig. 3.

According to the definition of interval reduct, in order to

get bC
c interval reduct (without lose of generality, suppose

bc
C ¼ ðbl; bu�), the b-positive region cannot be changed

during the procedures of attribute reduction. Consequently,

condition classes which TSðCiÞ� bu (included in b-positive

region) can be merged possibly or condition classes which

TSðCiÞ� bl (not included in b-positive region) can be

merged possibly after some attributes reduced. The mer-

gence between two condition classes that one is with

TSðCiÞ� bu and the other is with TSðCiÞ� bl is not allowed.

From the view of separation lines, condition classes which

are above the b-horizontal line (or beneath the b-horizontal

line) can be merged possibly. But condition classes which are

on the different side of b-horizontal line cannot be merged.

Similarly, it can be analyzed on the basis of b-vertical line.

All the elements in DM4 are equal to empty and all the

nonempty elements in DM3 can only result in the mergence

between condition classes which TSðCiÞ� bl, so we can

only consider the nonempty elements in DM1 and DM2 for

attribute reduction.

Theorem 2 Given a decision table DT = (U, C [
D, V, q), classification quality c and its associated interval

ðbl;bu�: In this b interval, we have

(1) if cij 2 DM1 with a singleton attribute, and the

decision values of condition class Ci and Cj are the

same, then this singleton attribute is b-reducible;

(2) if cij 2 DM2 with a singleton attribute, then this

singleton attribute is b-irreducible.

Where 1� i; j� jU=Cj:

Proof (1) suppose cij = {a}. Since cij 2 DM1 and con-

dition class Ci and Cj have the same decision value, then

9Dk 2 U=D, such that Ci � CbDk and Cj � CbDkð8b 2
ðbl;bu�Þ: After removing attribute a, condition class Ci and

Cj will be merged.

Due to
jCi\Dk j
jCij � bu;

jCj\Dk j
jCjj � bu; it has

jðCi [ CjÞ \ Dkj
jCi [ Cjj

¼ jðCi \ DkÞ [ ðCj \ DkÞj
jCij þ jCjj

¼ jðCi \ DkÞj þ jðCj \ DkÞj
jCij þ jCjj

� bu:

It indicates that Ci [ Cj � POSðC � fag;D; bc
C�fagÞ,

namely, POSðC;D; bc
CÞ ¼ POSðC � fag;D; bc

C�fagÞ. Thus,

attribute a is b-reducible.

(2) suppose cij = {a0}. 8b 2 ðbl; bu�, since cij 2 DM2,

for condition class Ci, 8Dk 2 U=D, it has Ci 6� CbDk; for

condition class Cj, 9Dp 2 U=D such that Cj � CbDp.

Namely, Ci 6� POSðC;D; bc
CÞ and Cj � POSðC;D; bc

CÞ.
After removing attribute a0, Ci and Cj will be merged.

There are two cases:

(I) if Ci [ Cj � POSðC � fa0g;D; bc
C�fa0gÞ, it has POS

ðC;D; bc
CÞ 6¼ POSðC � fa0g;D; bc

C�fa0gÞ. Because Ci

6� POSðC;D; bc
CÞ;

(II) if Ci [ Cj 6� POSðC � fa0g;D; bc
C�fa0gÞ, it also has

POSðC; D; bc
CÞ 6¼ POSðC � fa0g; D; bc

C�fa0gÞ.
Because Cj � POSðC; D; bc

CÞ.

Thus POSðC;D; bc
CÞ 6¼ POSðC � fa0g;D; bc

C�fa0gÞ. In

the succedent attribute reduction procedures, the granu-

larity of condition classes will only become coarser. So

Ci [ Cj cannot be fined under any new attribute set

B � C � fa0g; it always has POSðC;D; bc
CÞ 6¼ POSðB;D;

bc
BÞ. It means that 8B � C � fa0g, B is not a bC

c interval

reduct. Consequently, attribute a0 is b-irreducible. h

If cij 2 DM1 with a singleton attribute, and the decision

values of condition class Ci and Cj are different, then we

cannot simply determine whether this singleton attribute

can be reduced. For example, attribute a4 in the procedures

of bC
7/9 interval attribute reduction in Table 1.

Definition 9 Given a decision table DT = (U, C [
D, V, q), classification quality c and its associated interval

ðbl;bu�: The ordered discernibility matrix can be blocked

with b separation lines caused by interval ðbl; bu�: Three

kinds of interval characteristic sets can be defined as

follows:

decision 
value 

TS (Ci)  
{o1} {o3} {o5} {o7} {o2,o6,o8} {o4,o9} 

Y 1 {o1}       
Y 1 {o3} a1a3a4a5      
N 1 {o5} a4a5 a1a3a4     
N 1 {o7} a1a2a3a4 a2a5 a1a2a3a4a5    
N 0.667 {o2,o6,o8} a4 a1a3a4a5 a5 a1a2a3a4   

 0.5 {o4,o9} a1 a3a4a5 a1a4a5 a2a3a4 a1a4  

Fig. 3 b-horizontal line and

b-vertical line for bC
4/9 interval

in table 1
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(1) if cij 2 DM1 with a singleton attribute, and the

decision values of condition class Ci and Cj are the

same, then the collection of all these singleton

attributes is called as interval reducible set, denoted

as IR(bC
c );

(2) if cij 2 DM1 with a singleton attribute, and the

decision values of condition class Ci and Cj are

different, then the collection of all these singleton

attributes is called as interval ‘maybe’ reducible set,

denoted as IMR(bC
c );

(3) if cij 2 DM2 with a singleton attribute, then the

collection of all these singleton attributes is called as

interval irreducible set, denoted as IIR(bC
c ).

Where 1� i; j� jU=Cj:
If an attribute belongs to more than one interval char-

acteristic set, the preference of which characteristic set it

will belong to is agreed to IIRðbc
CÞ[ IMRðbc

CÞ[ IRðbc
CÞ.

Notation ‘[’ means ‘precede’.

Theorem 3 Given a decision table DT = (U, C [
D, V, q), classification quality c and its associated interval

ðbl;bu�; it has IIRðbc
CÞ � coreðbc

CÞ � IMRðbc
CÞ [ IIRðbc

CÞ:

Proof According to Theorems 1 and 2, if 8a 2 C, such

that a 2 IIRðbc
CÞ, it indicates that a is b-irreducible, so

a 2 coreðbc
CÞ. coreðbc

CÞ � IMRðbc
CÞ [ IIRðbc

CÞ can be

proved from the discussion in Sect. 3 directly.

Theorem 3 indicates that interval irreducible set is a

subset of interval core and can be obtained automatically

according to b separation lines. On the other hand, interval

core is not equal to interval irreducible set, because interval

core may include some attributes in interval ‘maybe’

reducible set.

Theorem 4 Given a decision table DT = (U, C [
D, V, q), if the quality of classification is c (C, D) in RSM,

then it has coreðbcðC;DÞ
C Þ ¼ IMRðbcðC;DÞ

C Þ [ IIRðbcðC;DÞ
C Þ.

Proof There is only one b interval in RSM, namely,

b = 1. The thresholds of inclusion degree of condition

classes above b-horizontal line are equal to one. In this

case, the condition classes, which are included in the same

lower approximation of a decision class, can be allowed

to merge during the procedures of attribute reduction.

Consequently, attributes belonging to IMR will be defi-

nitely irreducible. So attribute core in RSM can be divi-

ded into two parts, IMR(bC
c (C,D)) and IIR(bC

c (C,D)),

respectively. h

Theorem 4 indicates that attribute core in RSM is a

special case of b interval core in VPRSM. Attribute core is

composed of interval irreducible set and interval ‘maybe’

reducible set in RSM.

6 IIR based heuristic algorithm for b-interval attribute

reduction

We have discussed that it is not easy to get the whole

b-interval core in Sect. 4. However, b-interval irreducible

set is a subset of b-interval core and can be obtained easily

in an ordered discernibility matrix. So core(bC
c ) can be

replaced with IIR(bC
c ) as the starting points of heuristic

algorithms for attribute reduction in VPRSM. Given a

classification quality c and its associated interval ðbl; bu�,
IIR(bC

c ) can be obtained dynamically in different b inter-

vals only by adjusting the b separation lines.

Algorithm 1 Heuristic algorithm based on IIR for b-

interval attribute reduction

Input: decision table DT = (U, C [ D, V, q);

Output: interval reduct RED which satisfies a given

classification quality, final interval bRED for RED.

Step1: establish the relationship between classification

qualities and b intervals;

Step2: select a classification quality c and its associated

interval ðbl; bu�;
Step3: construct ordered discernibility matrix DM and

partition it into four blocks based on interval

ðbl; bu�. Set RED = ; and IIR = ;;
Step4: scan DM2 and add its elements with singleton

attribute to IIR, then set RED = RED [ IIR;

Step5: 8cij 2 DM, if cij \ RED = ;, then set cij = ;. If

all elements in DM are equal to empty or ðbl; bu� \
bc

RED 6¼ ; and POSðC;D; bc
CÞ ¼ POSðRED;D;

bc
REDÞ, then go to step 7;

Step6: choose an attribute in DM which has the highest

significance, set RED = RED [ {a} and go to

step 5. If there are more than one attribute with the

highest significance at the same time, then choose

one from them randomly and add it to RED;

Step7: return RED and its interval bRED ¼ ðbl; bu� \ bc
RED:

Two kinds of attribute significance definition are pro-

posed in paper (Wang et al. 2006). Only one uses the

occurrence frequencies of attributes in the discernibility

matrix. The improved definition combines with the

occurrence frequencies of attributes and the length of ele-

ments in the discernibility matrix, and the elements which

have the shortest length will be considered preferentially.

We utilize the latter in Algorithm 1.

For Table 1, bC
4/9 = (0.667,1]. It can be found from

Fig. 3 that IIRðb4=9
C Þ ¼ fa1; a4; a5g. After removing the

elements which include a1, a4 or a5 in DM, all the elements

in DM are equal to empty; thus fa1; a4; a5g is a bC
4/9 interval

reduct, and its associated interval is b4=9
C \ b4=9

fa1;a4;a5g ¼
ð0:667; 1� \ ð0:667; 1� ¼ ð0:667; 1�.
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In order to get bC
7/9 = (0.5,0.667] interval reducts in

Table 1, the b-separation lines can be adjusted automati-

cally, viz., the cross point will be moved to the bottom right

as shown in Fig. 4.

Since IIRðb7=9
C Þ ¼ fa1g and b7=9

fa1g ¼ ;, after removing

attribute a1, the ordered discernibility matrix is shown in

Fig. 5.

It needs to compute the significance of attribute a2, a3,

a4 and a5. Based on the length of elements in Fig. 5, we

have

L1 ¼ fa4; a5g;
L2 ¼ fa2a5; a4a5g;
L3 ¼ fa2a3a4; a3a4a5g:

where Lk(k = 1, 2, 3) means the collection of elements

whose lengths are equal to k. SIG(a)/Lk means the occur-

rence frequency of attribute a in Lk. If more than one

attribute has the highest frequency in Lk, then their fre-

quencies in Lk?1 need to be compared.

Because SIGða4Þ=L1 ¼ SIGða5Þ=L1 ¼ 1, SIGða5Þ=L2 ¼
2 [ SIGða4Þ=L2 ¼ 1, so attribute a5 is selected preferen-

tially. However, b7=9
C \ b7=9

fa1;a5g ¼ ;, fa1; a5g is not a bC
7/9

interval reduct. Subsequently, after removing attribute a5

in Fig. 5 and computing attribute significance again, attri-

bute a4 is selected. At this time, b7=9
C \ b7=9

fa1;a4;a5g 6¼ ;

and POSðC;D; b7=9
C Þ ¼ POSðfa1; a4; a5g;D; b7=9

fa1;a4;a5gÞ, so

fa1; a4; a5g is a bC
7/9 interval reduct, its associated interval

is b7=9
C \ b7=9

fa1;a4;a5g ¼ ð0:5; 0:667� \ ð0:5; 0:667� ¼
ð0:5; 0:667�. It can be found that attribute set fa1; a4; a5g
preserves the classification information in both intervals

bC
4/9 and bC

7/9 as the entire attribute set C.

7 Determination of b interval based on shadowed sets

Different classification qualities will correspond to differ-

ent precision parameter intervals and there are often more

than one b-interval reduct in each interval. Up to now, it

does not have a method to determine optimal intervals

objectively. Though we can choose a b interval according

to the given classification quality, it is still a problem as to

which classification quality is appropriate.

Shadowed sets (Pedrycz 1998) are one among several

key contributors to the area of granular computing. They

could be considered as new and stand-alone constructs, yet

they often induced by some fuzzy sets. They are simpler

and more practical than fuzzy sets and can be sought as a

symbolic representation of numeric fuzzy sets.

Shadowed sets utilize three logical vales {0, 1, (0, 1)} to

simplify the relevant fuzzy sets. Obviously, they not only

simplify the interpretation but also avoid a number of com-

putations of numeric membership grades compared with the

methodology of fuzzy sets. Conceptually, shadowed sets are

close to rough sets even though their mathematical founda-

tions are very different. The notions of negative region,

positive region and boundary region in rough set theory are

related to three logical vales in shadowed sets, namely,

excluded, included and uncertain(shadow), respectively. In

this sense, shadowed sets can be considered as the bridge

between fuzzy and rough sets (Pedrycz 1999).

The principle of constructing shadowed sets is based on

balancing the uncertainty that is inherently associated with

fuzzy sets; in other words, the total uncertainty will be

relocated and concentrated. As elevating membership val-

ues (high enough) of some regions of universe to 1 and at

the same time, reducing membership values (low enough)

of some regions of universe to 0, the uncertainty in these

decision 
value 

TS (Ci)  
{o1} {o3} {o5} {o7} {o2,o6,o8} {o4,o9} 

Y 1 {o1}       
Y 1 {o3}      
N 1 {o5} a4a5      
N 1 {o7}  a2a5     
N 0.667 {o2,o6,o8} a4  a5    

 0.5 {o4,o9}  a3a4a5  a2a3a4  

Fig. 5 The procedure of bC
7/9

interval attribute reduction

decision 
value 

TS (Ci)  
{o1} {o3} {o5} {o7} {o2,o6,o8} {o4,o9} 

Y 1 {o1}       
Y 1 {o3} a1a3a4a5      
N 1 {o5} a4a5 a1a3a4     
N 1 {o7} a1a2a3a4 a2a5 a1a2a3a4a5    
N 0.667 {o2,o6,o8} a4 a1a3a4a5 a5 a1a2a3a4   

 0.5 {o4,o9} a1 a3a4a5 a1a4a5 a2a3a4 a1a4  

Fig. 4 b-horizontal line and

b-vertical line for bC
7/9 interval
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regions can be eliminated. In order to balance the total

uncertainty, it needs to compensate the eliminated parts by

allowing for the emergence of uncertainty regions, namely,

it results in shadowed region.

The optimal separate threshold in shadowed sets can be

determined by the principle of balance of uncertainty. The

detailed descriptions for this determination optimization

task can be found in Pedrycz (2002, 2005, 2009). Due to

the reverse relationship between precision parameter and

the quality of classification, in the following, we will

introduce a novel method to choose optimal b interval

based on shadowed sets.

Suppose a decision table DT = (U, C [ D, V, q),

U=C ¼ fC1;C2; . . .;CjU=Cjg. As discussed in Sect. 2, each

condition class Ci 2 U=Cði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; jU=CjÞ has a

threshold of inclusion degree TS(Ci) over all decision

classes. TS(Ci) can be considered as the membership grade

that Ci could be included in positive region. Since

8Ci 2 U=C, it has 0\TSðCiÞ� 1, a fuzzy set defined on

U/C with respect to positive region is given as follows:

~FðU=CÞ ¼
~FðC1Þ

C1

;
~FðC2Þ

C2

; . . .;
~FðCjU=CjÞ

CjU=Cj

 !

¼ TSðC1Þ
C1

;
TSðC2Þ

C2

; . . .;
TSðCjU=CjÞ

CjU=Cj

� � ð6Þ

Based on shadowed sets, in order to win the total

balance of uncertainty, a certain optimization process can

be established as follows:

VðboptÞ ¼ min
b2ð0:5;1�

VðbÞ ð7Þ

VðbÞ ¼ <1 þ<2 � <3j j: ð8Þ

where

<1 ¼
X

i: ~FðCiÞ� 1�b

PðCiÞ ~FðCiÞ

<2 ¼
X

i: ~FðCiÞ�b

PðCiÞ 1� ~FðCiÞ
� 	

<3 ¼
X

1�b\ ~FðCiÞ\b

PðCiÞ

PðCiÞ ¼ jCij=jUj is the estimation of probability

distribution for each condition class in university U. <1

means the elimination of uncertainty by reducing the

membership values, viz. low-membership grades are

reduced to 0 (excluded). <2 means the elimination of

uncertainty by elevating the membership values, viz. high-

membership grades are elevated to 1 (included). <3 means

the shadow.

By this optimization process, we can determine the

optimal b interval which preserves the balance of total

uncertainty for a given decision table. Then the positive

region will be extended and at the same time, the boundary

region will be concentrated. More rules, deterministic rules

or probabilistic rules (Herbert and Yao 2009; Yao 2003),

can be acquired from the new positive region with a rea-

sonable certainty degree.

For Table 1, it has

~FðU=CÞ ¼
~FðC1Þ

C1

;
~FðC2Þ

C2

;
~FðC3Þ

C3

;
~FðC4Þ

C4

;
~FðC5Þ

C5

;
~FðC6Þ

C6

� �

¼ 1

C1

;
1

C2

;
1

C3

;
1

C4

;
0:667

C5

;
0:5

C6

� �

:

According to formula (8), it has

VðbÞ ¼ 5=9 0:667\b� 1

1=9 0:5\b� 0:667

�

So the optimal b interval is (0.5, 0.667]. In this case,

condition class C5 will be included in the positive region

and relevant probabilistic rules can be gotten.

8 Evaluation for b-interval reducts

Generally, there are more than one interval reduct in a

specific b interval; it is a problem how to evaluate the

interval reducts in a special b interval. In VPRSM, Ziarko

(1993) gives two approaches to select reduts: the reduct

with the minimal number of attributes or the reduct which

has the least number of combinations of values of attri-

butes. The first criterion focuses on the reduct that most

redundant information can be removed from original

decision table. The second criterion focuses on the reduct

which will represent the strongest patterns or data regu-

larities. These two criteria are also often used in RSM.

Nevertheless, both of them evaluate the reduct under a

special b value.

A b-interval reduct in VPRSM can be depicted with a

binary tuple\reduct, reduct interval[. It is not reasonable

to evaluate a b-interval reduct only by means of attributes.

With b interval properties, an evaluation function for

b-interval reducts can be defined as follows:

gðREDÞ ¼ 1

jREDj
bc

RED \ bc
C

�
�

�
�

jbc
C
j ð9Þ

where |RED| denotes the total number of attributes in RED;

jbc
C
j presents the length of interval in which classification

quality is equal to c under entire condition attribute set C;

|bRED
c | presents the length of interval in which classifica-

tion quality is equal to c under reduct RED.

Since 0\ 1
jREDj � 1 and 0\

jbc
RED\b

c
C
j

jbc
C
j � 1, so for each

interval reduct RED, it has 0\gðREDÞ� 1. bc
RED \ bc

C

reflects the common b region between reduct interval and
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the interval of entire attribute set C under the given clas-

sification quality c.
jbc

RED\b
c
C
j

jbc
C
j ¼ 1 indicates that reduct RED

preserves the whole b interval as the same as entire attri-

bute set C. The smaller the value |RED| and the higher the

ratio
jbc

RED\b
c
C
j

jbc
C
j are, then the higher the value of evaluation

function g(RED) will be. When g(RED) = 1, namely,

|RED| = 1 and bc
RED \ bc

C
¼ bc

C
, it indicates that a singleton

attribute can completely preserve the information as in

original b interval. In this case, the data set will be furthest

simplified without losing classification information. Prac-

tically, we can choose the b-interval reduct with the highest

value of g(RED) as the optimal b-interval reduct.

According to Ziarko’s criteria, the part |RED| can be

replaced with the number of combinations of values of

attributes in RED. In addition, we can also assign weights

to |RED| and its associated interval, respectively, and then

use weighted approaches to evaluate and select b-interval

reducts.

For Table 1, we get three b7=9
C
¼ ð0:5; 0:667� interval

reducts; the relevant parameters are shown in Table 4.

From the Table 4, bC
7/9 interval reducts fa1; a4; a5g and

fa1; a2; a4g have the highest value of evaluation function;

both of them can be chosen as the optimal bC
7/9 interval

reduct. In addition, it can be found that fa1; a4; a5g \
fa1; a2; a3g \ fa1; a2; a4g ¼ fa1g which is equal to cor-

e(bC
7/9) defined in Sect. 4.

9 Experiment and analysis

In the following, we will use the discrete data set WINE, as

shown in (Beynon 2001), to illustrate the proposed notions

in this paper. There are eight condition attributes and one

decision attribute. The data set WINE can be partitioned

into a collection of 12 condition classes with respect to

C ¼ fc1; c2; c3; c4; c5; c6; c7; c8g and 3 decision classes

with respect to D = {d1}. Therein, the thresholds of

inclusion degree of 9 condition classes are equal to one and

the others are equal to 0.87, 0.667 and 0.625, respectively.

The relationship between classification qualities and b
intervals is shown in Fig. 6. The associated ordered dis-

cernibility matrix is constructed as shown in Table 5.

According to dynamic b-separation lines and proposed

heuristic algorithm, we can get irreducible set and b-inter-

val reduct in each b interval which are shown in Table 6.

An interesting thing is that the results of heuristic

attribute reduction in each interval are unrestricted reduct

which is defined in Beynon (2001), namely, the reduct

interval should include original b interval, despite that this

restriction is not necessary in the b-interval reduct defini-

tion. It indicates that the result in each interval, which is

obtained by the proposed algorithm, can availably preserve

the information as the entire condition attribute set C.

As discussed in Sect. 4, it is not easy to get the whole

attribute core in a given b interval. However, b-interval

irreducible set is beneficial for heuristic interval attribute

reduction instead of b-interval core and then search space

can be reduced effectively. Such as RED = IIR in intervals

(0.667,0.87] and (0.87,1]. A b-interval reduct in each of

these two intervals can be obtained just by b-interval

irreducible set.

Furthermore, we can establish ~FðU=CÞ as follows:

~FðU=CÞ ¼ 1

C1

;
1

C2

;
1

C3

;
1

C4

;
1

C5

;
1

C6

;
1

C7

;
1

C8

;
1

C9

;

�

0:87

C10

;
0:667

C11

;
0:625

C12

�

:

Then it has

VðbÞ ¼

37=60 0:87\b� 1

11=60 0:667\b� 0:87

1=20 0:625\b� 0:667

2=15 0:5\b� 0:625

8

>><

>>:

So b interval (0.625,0.667] is chosen as the optimal b
interval. In this case, POS(C, D, b) = U - C12, namely,

positive region is extended which will include condition

class C10 and C11.

For interval (0.625,0.667], the classification quality is

equal to 52/60; all bC
52/60 interval reducts and their relevant

parameters are given in Table 7.

From Table 7, it can be found that bC
52/60 interval reducts

fc1; c4; c5; c8g and fc3; c4; c5; c8g have the same value of

evaluation function, so both of them can be chosen as the

optimal b-interval reduct in interval (0.625,0.667] for

WINE data set.

10 Summary and conclusion

Traditional attribute reduction model based on Ziarko’s

definition may produce some anomalies in the procedures

of attribute reduction. According to the interval properties

of precision parameter, we extend reduct definition from a

specific b value to a specific b interval in VPRSM.

Table 4 bC
7/9 interval reducts in Table 1

RED bRED
c bc

RED \ bc
C g(RED)

fa1; a4; a5g (0.5,0.667] (0.5,0.667] 0.3333

fa1; a2; a3g (0.5,0.6] (0.5,0.6] 0.1996

fa1; a2; a4g (0.5,0.75] (0.5,0.667] 0.3333
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Furthermore, the concept of b interval core is proposed

which will enrich the methodology of VPRSM. Three

kinds of interval characteristic sets can be easily and

automatically gotten by b separation lines. With these

interval characteristic sets, a heuristic algorithm for inter-

val attribute reduction can be constructed.

The value of precision parameter b is critical in

VPRSM. A novel method, which can determine this

parameter objectively, is introduced on the basis of shad-

owed sets. It does not need any additional information

except data set itself. In addition, an evaluation function

is also given for selecting final optimal b-interval reduct.

All the notions in this paper will promote the development

of VPRSM both in theory and practice. Different b-interval

reducts will result in different rule sets; how to integrate

these rule sets will be the aim of our future work.
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Appendix

See Table 8.

Table 8 WINE data set

WINE index c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 d1

2 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

5 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

16 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

17 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

20 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

22 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

24 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

28 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

30 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

34 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

38 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

40 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

43 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

47 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

Table 6 The result of interval reduction in WINE

b interval (0.5,0.625] (0.625,0.667] (0.667,0.87] (0.87,1]

IIR ; fc4; c5; c8g fc1; c3; c5; c8g fc1; c3; c5g
RED fc4; c5g fc1; c4; c5; c8g fc1; c3; c5; c8g fc1; c3; c5g
bRED

c (0.5,0.625] (0.625,0.714] (0.5,0.87] (0.541,1]

bc
C \ bc

RED (0.5,0.625] (0.625,0.667] (0.667,0.87] (0.87,1]

Table 5 The ordered discernibility matrix of WINE data set

Decision TS(Ci) C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

2 1 C1

2 1 C2 c3c4c5

2 1 C3 c3c4 c5

2 1 C4 c3c5 c4 c4c5

2 1 C5 c1c4 c1c3c5 c1c3 c1c3c4c5

3 1 C6 c1c3c4c5 c1 c1c5 c1c4 c3c5

3 1 C7 c1c3c4c5c8 c1c8 c1c5c8 c1c4c8 c3c5c8 c8

3 1 C8 c1c3c5 c1c4 c1c4c5 c1 c3c4c5 c4 c4c8

3 1 C9 c1c3c5c8 c1c4c8 c1c4c5c8 c1c8 c3c4c5c8 c4c8 c4 c8

1 0.87 C10 c1c3c8 c1c4c5c8 c1c4c8 c1c5c8 c3c4c8 c4c5c8 c4c5 c5c8 c5

2 0.667 C11 c1c3c4 c1c5 c1 c1c4c5 c3 c5 c5c8 c4c5 c4c5c8 c4c8

3 0.625 C12 c1c3 c1c4c5 c1c4 c1c5 c3c4 c4c5 c4c5c8 c5 c5c8 c8 c4

Table 7 bC
52/60 interval reducts and their relevant parameters in

WINE

RED bRED
c bc

RED \ bc
C g(RED)

fc1; c4; c5; c8g (0.625,0.714] (0.625,0.667] 0.25

fc3; c4; c5; c8g (0.625,0.8] (0.625,0.667] 0.25

0.625 0.667 0.87 

=1 =52/60 

1 0.5 

=46/60 =23/60 

Fig. 6 The relationship between classification qualities and b inter-

vals under attribute set C in WINE
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